SERIOUS LOSSES SUSTAINED BY INSTITUTE PARIALLY OFFSET BY GAINS.

President Maclaurin Makes Annual Report to Corporation— Millions in Grants and Bequests.

President Maclaurin last night made the President's annual report to the Corporation. The main features that the President makes are those of the great losses and gains throughout the year. The Corporation have cut down in general. 40 feet instead of 38, as formerly. Han-preparatory schools will be allowed other colleges, so the number of men event. This is rather unfair to the who prevent fast time being made by different in several respects from those dicap will also be made into a scratch 40-yard handicap, but a scratch sprint fferent advances and possililities, are many able to carry on work out-

The three-mile run, formerly open the Corporation. The main features, and possibilities of future de-

WIRELESS SOCIETY GETS TRANSFORMER

Improvements Made in Station— Amateur Plants to Be Chanted.

At 1:30 yesterday the Wireless to-Date Appliances.

It came, some-where in the neighborhood of fifteen dollars, will be given to the non-

The principal speaker of the even-
ting was then introduced, Dr. Lindgren. He gave a history of the mining of the district, beginning with the discussion by the first member of the first one by the Pueblo Indians. The Spanish then came, and with the help of Indian and the Indians worked the silver and gold on a small scale. The Spanish were driven out by Indians, but in 1690 again began the mining, which has been continued to the present day.

The speaker passed through the devevopment of the mining industry. The real advance took place after the discovery of gold in California by John Marshall at Sutter's Mill in 1848. The production of gold in this country amounted to about $60,000,000,000.

On account of the great damage done to the property of Mrs. Rogers showed that she was part of her loyalty to her hus-
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